
Tsunan Jouzou is located in Tsunan Town, in southern 
Niigata. The area is known for its cold winters, with heavy 
snows that help clean the air, making this the perfect 
environment for brewing light, delicate sake. The brewery 
uses outstanding local water and Gohyakumangoku sake 
rice, slowly fermenting and maturing through the winter 
with a three-step process, in order to help propagate the 
yeast. The low temperatures help give the finished sake a 
mellowness alongside its depth and clean, crisp flavor, 
followed by a distinctively refreshing aftertaste.

霧の塔 津南醸造

Brewed from choice 
Gohyakumangoku rice 
polished to 40% of its 
original mass, for a truly 
luxurious sake.
Savor each graceful sip.
This junmai daiginjo sake 
is nicknamed "the 40% 
Gohyakumangoku miracle" 
for the way the sake rice is 
polished to its very limits 
before brewing. The result 
is the pride of the brewery.

More Infomation
Specific insignation：

Junmai-daiginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Gohyakumangoku
（grown in Niigata）

Polished rice Ratio：40%

Sake meter value：+2.0

Kirinotou

Seasonal Wild Vegetables 
and River Fish

Mail info@jouzou.com

霧の塔 純米大吟醸
Kirinoto Junmai Daiginjo

Featured Sake Food Pairing
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Cup for Well Suited

Tsunan Jouzou Co., Ltd.

Wild vegetables hardy enough 
to survive the harsh, snowy 
winters, cooked and 
marinated with kinome
sansho leaves. These are 
served with local river fish like 
char and brook trout, grilled 
with salt. The subtle 
bitterness of the wild 
vegetables and the mild flavor 
of the river fish, salted to 
perfection, pair beautifully 
with the fruity ginjo aroma of 
this sake. The ideal way to 
enjoy these seasonal delights.

Enjoy the fruity ginjo
aroma, accompanied 
by a crisp finish, in 
every delicious 
mouthful.
Best served lightly 
chilled.
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URL   https://www.tsunan-sake.com/

・ Tsunan Jouzou Co., Ltd. 7141, Akinari, Tsunanmachi, Nakauonuma-gun, Niigata

Heat-resistant glass sake 
cups made at a glass 
studio in Kashiwazaki City, 
Niigata. Serving this 
beautifully crystal-clear 
premium junmai daiginjo
sake in a glass sake cup is 
the perfect way to 
appreciate its beauty along 
with its flavor.

Glass Sake Cup
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※For more information on how to purchase these 
items,  visit the Uonuma Tourist Association's website:
https://www.iine-uonuma.jp
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